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Chapter 7
Radial and Angular Derivatives 
of Distributions

Fred Brackx

Dedicated to Wolfgang SprdJSig on the occasion of his 70th 
birthday

Abstract When expressing a distribution in Euclidean space in spherical co
ordinates, derivation with respect to the radial and angular co-ordinates is far 
from trivial. Exploring the possibilities of defining a radial derivative of the 
delta distribution 8{x) (the angular derivatives of S(x) being zero since the delta 
distribution is itself radial) led to the introduction of a new kind of distributions, the 
so-called signumdistributions, as continuous linear functionals on a space of test 
functions showing a singularity at the origin. In this paper we search for a definition 
of the radial and angular derivatives of a general standard distribution and again, 
as expected, we are inevitably led to consider signumdistributions. Although these 
signumdistributions provide an adequate framework for the actions on distributions 
aimed at, it turns out that the derivation with respect to the radial distance of a 
general (signum)distribution is still not yet unambiguous.
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7.1 Introduction

Let us consider a scalar-valued distribution T (x) e V (R™) expressed in terms 
of spherical co-ordinates: x_ = rco, r — |.x|, co — 5Z7=i eicoi e Sm_1, 
(ei, e2,, em) being an orthonormal basis of Rm and Sm_l being the unit sphere 
in Mm. The aim of this paper is to search for an adequate definition of the radial 
and angular derivatives dr T and dmjT, j = \ ,... ,m. This problem was treated in 
[2] for the special and interesting case of the delta distribution <$(x), the following 
spherical co-ordinates expression of which is often encountered in physics texts:

S(x) =
1

am
S{r)
j.m-1 (7.1.1)

where am = *s t^le area t^ie un*t sphere Bm_l in Rm. Apparently
expression (7.1.1) can mathematically be explained in the following way. Write the 
action of the delta distribution as an integral:

¥>(0) - (5(x) , <p(x) ) = f
jRm

8(x)(p(x)dV(x)

= f rm l8(x)dr f <p(rg))dSco
Jo *'§"'-1

r

Jo
8(x)i;0l<p](r)dr

introducing the so-called spherical mean of the test function <p given by

£V](r) (p(r co)dSg,

As it is easily seen that E°[<p](0) = <^(0), it follows that

/-CO /-OO
am rm-l8(x)'Z0[<p](r)dr= 5(r) E°M(r) Jr = < 5(r), E0[V](r))

Jo Jo

which explains (7.1.1). However we prefer to interpret this expression as

<P(0) = ( 8(x), <p(x)) = ( 5(r), E°[^](r)) = E0[^](0). (7.1.2)

Straightforward successive derivation with respect to r of (7.1.1) leads to

1 1 8{2l)(r)
^yj(m)(/n + 1) • • • (m + 2£ - 1) — -^zr9“ 5(A) = (7.1.3)

19^+15(a) = (m)(m + 1) ■
(21 + 1)!

Expression (7.1.3) then is interpreted as

1 <5(2^+1)(r)

( 9r2f 5(a), <p(x)) = + 1) • • • (m + 2f - 1) (5(2f)(0, 20[^](/))

which is meaningful and which can serve as the definition of the even order 
derivatives with respect to r of the delta distribution. However expression (7.1.4) 
makes no sense since the spherical mean E°[<p](r) is an even function of r, whence 
its odd order derivatives vanish at the origin:

( - 9^+1 5(r), E°M(r) ) = {92f+1 E°[p](r)}|r=o = 0.

How to explain this fact that, proceeding stepwise by derivation with respect to 
r, the even order derivatives of 5(a) apparently make sense, while its odd order 
derivatives are zero distributions, in this way violating the basic requirement of any 
derivation procedure that dr dr should equal 92? Let us to that end have a quick look 
at the functional analytic background of this phenomenon; for a more systematic 
treatment we refer to [2].

When expressing a scalar-valued test function (p(x) e T>(Wn) in spherical co
ordinates, one obtains a function (p(r, a>) = <p(r(p) e T>(R x Sm_1), but it is evident 
that not all functions <p(r, a>) e P(R x S'””1) stem from a test function in X>(Rm). 
However a one-to-one correspondence may be established between the usual space 
of test functions D(Rm) and a specific subspace of D(R x S'”-1).

Lemma 7.1.1 (See [5]) There is a one-to-one correspondence <p(x) -o- <p(r, co) = 
(piraT) between the spaces T>(M.m) and V = {<p(r, co) e 27(R x S'"-1) : <p is even,
i.e. 4>(—r, —co) = cp(r,cp), and {9" cj>(r, (u)}|r=o is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree n in (co\,..., com), Vn 6 N}.

Clearly Visa closed (but not dense) subspace of 2?(R x Sm”1) and even of T>e (R x 
S'”-1), where the subscript E refers to the even character of the test functions in that 
space; this space V is endowed with the induced topology of 2?(R xS'”-1). The one- 
to-one correspondence between the spaces of test functions 27(Mm) and V translates 
into a one-to-one correspondence between the standard distributions T e 27'(Rm) 
and the bounded linear functionals in V', this correspondence being given by

( T(x), cp(x) ) = ( f(r,co), <p(r,cp) ).

By Hahn-Banach’s theorem the bounded linear functional T(r,cp) e V may be 
extended to the distribution T(r, of) e 27'(R x S'"”1); such an extension is called a 
spherical representation of the distribution T (see e.g. [9]). However as the subspace 
V is not dense in 27(R x Sm-1), the spherical representation of a distribution is not



unique, but if Ti and T2 are two different spherical representations of the same 
distribution T, their restrictions to V coincide:

{ Tl(r,«), (p{r,a) ) = { T2(r, cu), ^(r, «)) = { T(r,q>), cp{rw) ) = (T(x), (p(x) ).

For test functions in 'D(R x S"1^1) the spherical variables r and a are ordinary 
variables, and thus smooth functions. It follows that for distributions in V'iR x 
Sm_1) multiplication by r and coj, j — 1,..., m and differentiation with respect to 
r and coj, j = \ ,m are well-defined standard operations, whence

{ dr T(r, co), Z(r,co)) = -( T(r, w), dr E(r, co) ) (7.1.5)

for all test functions H(r, co) e T)(R x Sm_1), and similar expressions for 3^. T, 
r T and co T. However if T1 and T2 are two different spherical representations of the 
same distribution T e 'D,(Rm), then, upon restriction to test functions cp{r, co) e V, 
we are stuck with

- ( Ti(r, co), 3r <p{r, co) ) ^ - ( T2(r, ®), 3r <p(r, co) )

because dr <p(r, co) does no longer belong to V (and neither do <f„(. (p(r, co), r cp(r, co) 
and co <p(r, co)) since it is an odd function in the variables (r, co). And it is also clear 
that the action (7.1.5) might be unambiguously restricted to testfunctions in V if the 
test function E were in a subspace of X>(R x S™_1) consisting of odd functions. 
The conclusion is that the concept of spherical representation of a distribution does 
not allow for an unambiguous definition of the actions proposed. What is more, it 
becomes apparent that there is a need for a subspace of odd test functions. And at 
the same time it becomes clear why even order derivatives with respect to r of the 
delta distribution and of a standard distribution in general, are well-defined instead. 
Indeed, we have e.g.

( 3r2€ T(r, «), B(r, <u)) = < T(r, cu), 32£ 3(r, cu))

where now d}1 E(r, co) belongs to T>£(R x Sm _i) which enables restriction to test 
functions in V in an unambiguous way.

7.2 Preliminaries

In this paper vectors in Rm will be interpreted as Clifford 1-vectors in the Clifford 
algebra Mo,m, where the basis vectors (ej, 02, ■ ■ ■, em) of Mm, satisfy the relations 
e2 = —I, a A ej = eiej = —ejet = —ej A e,-, e; • ej = 0,i ^ j = 1,..., m. 
This allows for the use of the very efficient geometric or Clifford product of Clifford 
vectors:

for which, in particular,

XX = ^ ■ = — \x\2

X being the Clifford 1-vectors = ej xj’ whence also

cpa = cp-a) = —\co\2 = —1.

For more on Clifford algebras we refer to e.g. [6],
The Dirac operator 3 = J2']= 1 ej which may be seen as a Stein-Weiss 

projection of the gradient operator (see e.g. [8]) and which underlies the higher 
dimensional theory of monogenic functions (see e.g. [3, 4]), linearizes the Laplace 
operator: 32 = - A. Its action on a scalar-valued standard distribution T(x) results 
into the vector-valued distribution dT(x) given for all cp(x) e X>(Rm) by

m m
(dT(x), cp(x) ) = Y^ej( dXj T (x), cp{x) ) = - ej (T(x), dXj cp(x) )

J=l j=l

= -(T{x),dcp(x))

which is a meaningful operation since only derivatives with respect to the cartesian 
co-ordinates are involved.

Two fundamental formulae in monogenic function theory are 

{x,d} = xd + dx = —2E — m and [x, d] = xd —dx= m — 2T 

where

m
E = Y2 Xj dXj 

j=t

is the scalar Euler operator, and

r = eJek LJk ^ eiek(xjdxk - xkdXj) 
j<k j<k

is the bivector angular momentum operator. It follows that

x3 = -E - r

or more precisely

x-d = —E and x A 8 ~ —T.

.



7.3 Signumdistributions

As already observed in the introduction, co is an ordinary (vector) variable in R x 
S"1-1, whence it makes sense to consider the following subspace of vector-valued 
test functions in K x §m_1:

W = m V C £>o(M x S'"'1; KOT) c V(R x S'"-1; Rm)

where now the subscript O refers to the odd character of the test functions under 
consideration, i.e. —co) — — ^r{r, co), 'i^r e T>o(R x S'"-1; K'"). This space
W is endowed with the induced topology of V(R x S'"-1; Rm). By definition there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the spaces V and W.

For each lU(r, co) e V(R x S'"-1; Rm) we define U (r, co) e W by the restriction

{ U (r, co), co<p(r, co)) — (U(r, co), co!p(r, co) ), V cocp(r,co) e W.

In Rm we consider the space £2(Rm; Rm) = {M(p(x) : <p(x) e P(Rm)}. Clearly the 
functions in Q (Rm; Rm) are no longer differentiable in the whole of Rm, since they 
are not defined at the origin due to the function o> = By definition there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the spaces V>(Wn) and Q (Rm; Rm).

For each U(r, co) e W we define 5 U(A) by

(sU(x),co<p(x) ) = (U(r,co),cov(r,co))), V cocp(x) e fi(R'";Rm).

Clearly sU(x) is a bounded linear functional on £2(Rm; Rm), for which, in [2], we 
coined the term signumdistribution.

Now start with a standard distribution T [x) e V (Wn) and let T(r, co) e V'(R x 
S'"-1) be one of its spherical representations. Put §(r, co) — coT(r, co) which in its 
turn leads to the signumdistribution sS(x) e ^'(R"1; R"1). Then we consecutively 
have

{sS(x), co<p(x) ) = ( S(r, co), cocp(r, co) ) = ( coT(r, co), cocp(r, cd) )

= - ( T(r, co), cp(r, co)) - - {T(x), cp(x))

since co2 = —1. We call sS(x) a signumdistribution associated to the distribution 
T(x) and denote it by T J(x). It thus holds that for all test functions cp e D(Wn)

( Tv(x), cocp(x) ) = — ( T(x), cp(x) ). (7.3.1)

At the same time we call T(x) the distribution associated to the signumdistribution 
sS(x) and we denote this distribution by sSA(x). Formula (7.3.1) then also reads

(sS(x), cocp{x) ) = - {sSA(x), <p(x) ) (7.3.2)

and it is clear that

rVA = T and XSAV = sS.

At first sight for a given distribution T(x) the associated signumdistribution Tv(x) 
is not uniquely defined since its construction involves the not uniquely defined 
spherical representation T of T(x). Nevertheless it follows from (7.3.1) that for 
a given distribution T(^) its associated signumdistribution Tv(x) is unique, what 
can also be proven directly as follows.

Proposition 7.3.1 Given the distribution T(x) its associated signumdistribution 
Ty(x) is uniquely determined.

Proof Assume that T[ and T2 are two different spherical representations of T, i.e. 
for all test functions 3(r, co) e £>(R x S’"1-1; Rm) it holds that

< Ti, 3(r, m) ) ^ (T2, S(r,m))

while for all test functions cp{r, co) e V it holds that

{T\,cp{r,qf)) = (T2,£(r,m)) = {T, <p(r, co)).

Let 77 and r2v be the associated signumdistributions to T through the spherical 
representations T] and T2 respectively. Then for j = 1,2 it holds that

( Tj',cocp(x)) = ( Ty, cp(r,(o))

whence = r2v on ^ (Rm; Rm). □

Conversely, for a given signumdistribution SU e Rm) we define the
associated distribution SU'' by

(sUA(x), cp(x) ) = -( sU(x),cocp(x) > Vcp(x) e V(Rm).

Clearly it holds that

Twa = T and SUAV =SU.

Example As an example consider the distribution T(x) = 8{x). Our aim is to define 
the signumdistribution Sv(x). A spherical representation of the delta distribution is 
given by

(T(r,co), E(r,co) ) = S0[3(r, m)]}|r=0.



Indeed, when restricting to the space V and taking into account property (7.1.2), we 
obtain

( T(r, co), <p(r, co) ) = E°[^(r «)]}|r=0 = < S(x), <p(x) ).

This particular spherical representation of T(x) induces the signumdistribution 
associated to S(x), which we define to be <5v(x). It thus holds that for all test 
functions cp e I>(IRm)

( 5v(i),ft)^(x)) = - ( 8{x),(p{x) ). (7.3.3)

For further examples we refer to [2],

7.4 The Dirac Operator in Spherical Co-ordinates

Passing to spherical co-ordinates x = rco, r = \x_\, co — ei 0Jj e the
Dirac operator takes the form

— — —rad —ang

with

Q-rad ~ Ql^r and ^ang — ~

To give an idea what the angular' differential operator d,,, = e j ^coj looks like,
let us mention its explicit form in dimension m = 2:

da, = eg dg

and in dimension m = 3:

da> = eg dg + ev -T—- dm,
- smO

the meaning of the polar co-ordinates 6 and cp being straightforward. The operator 
8fa is sometimes called the spherical Dirac operator.

Taking into account that 3ril is orthogonal to cw, the Euler operator in spherical 
co-ordinates then reads:

E = —jc-3 = -rw- drad = — rco • a)dr = r dr

while the angular momentum operator F takes the form

F = —x/\d — —rcoA d,,„0 = — rcoA-da, — —coAda) = —co da,.--- Uflg p --- --- ---

The question now is how to define, if possible, the action of the operators 3r(i(/ and 
on a standard distribution. To that end both operators should be expressed in 

terms of cartesian derivatives. This is achieved as follows.

Definition 7.4.1 The actions of the operators drad and 8^ng on a distribution T are 
given by

Irad T = CO dr T = -ET
X

and

d«ngr =
ldaT = --rr.
r ~~ x

It becomes clear at once that, in this way, the actions of 8rad and 9^,, on a 
standard distribution T(x) are well-defined but not uniquely defined. Indeed, due to 
the division by the analytic function x, both expressions

<lradT(x) = co dr T {rep) = - -ET(x)
X

(7.4.1)

and

9-ang T(X) = -8a T(rco) = 
r ~

1
rT(x) (7.4.2)

represent equivalent classes of distributions each two of which differ by a vector 
multiple of the delta distribution S(x_). However if .S) = dradT(x) and Sj = 
^angTix) are distributions arbitrarily chosen in the equivalent classes (7.4.1) 
and (7.4.2) respectively, i.e.

x5i=—ET(x} and x S2 — ~ r!T(.x)

this choice is not completely arbitrary since Sf and S2 always must satisfy the 
relation

Si + S2 = drad T{x) + d^ng T(x) - 3 r (x) (7.4.3)

where the right-hand side, quite naturally, is a known distribution once the distribu
tion T has been given. One could say that the differential operators drad and 3^



are entangled in the sense that the results of their actions on a distribution are subject 
to (7.4.3).

Example Let us give a simple example to illustrate the above phenomenon. 
Consider the regular distribution T(x) = x. Then dr = —m. Ex = x and 
Tx = (m — l)x, whence

(cpdr) x ——l + c^Six) and x = 1 — m + c2S (r)

with the restriction that the vector constants c] and c2 always must satisfy the 
entanglement condition c1 +£2 = 0.

Apparently there seems to be no possibility to uniquely define the actions of 
the drad and 9^ operators on a standard distribution by singling out specific 
distributions in the equivalent classes (7.4.1) and (7.4.2), except for the following 
two special cases.

(i) If the distribution T(x) is radial, i.e. only depends on r = |x|, then we put 
^ cL T = 0 and u 8r T = d T. This first special case is illustrated by the delta 
distribution (see also [2]): j 9c«<5(r) = 0 and m9r 9(r) = 9<5(r).

(ii) If the distribution T(x) is angular, i.e. only depends on m then we put
codrT = 0 and d(J1 T = 9 7’. This second special case is illustrated by the 
regular distribution m for which a)9r m = 0 and j d^co — dco = —(m — 1) =

In Sect. 7.6 we will expose two other cases where the actions of the Urcul and dang 
operators are uniquely defined.

7.5 The Laplace Operator in Spherical Co-ordinates

As was already observed in Sect. 7.2, the Dirac operator factorizes the Laplace 
operator: — A = 92. As the Laplace operator is a scalar operator it holds that

A = -a- 9 = |9|2.

Passing to spherical co-ordinates we obtain, in view of

—rad —rad d

1 1
Hr ad Hang = - ^ W 9^ + ~ ® 9^ 9r

Hang Hr ad = ~ - 1)^ 9r - ^ 9r 0)

1 9o _ _ o z
9-angHang ~~ 2 °<g

the following expression for the Laplace operator:

A ~ (Hrad + Hang')2

— 92 + (m — 1)— 9r 4—2 92)
r rz — —

= 92 + (m — 1)— 9r -|—t
r rz

where

A* =m9e-92

is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, sometimes denoted by Aq. The Laplace-Beltrami 
operator is a purely angular scalar operator; as m 9fi = — F is a bivector operator, it 
follows that

A* = -da>- da> = 19&)12 and cu 9g, = 9^ A a^ = - F.

It is a nice observation that while the Laplace operator A is the normsquared 
of the Dirac operator, the spherical Laplace or Laplace-Beltrami operator is the 
normsquared of the spherical Dirac operator.

As is the case for the Laplace operator A = 92;., also the Laplace-Beltrami
operator may be expressed in terms of derivatives with respect to the cartesian 
co-ordinates.

Proposition 7.5.1 The angular differential operators 92 and A* may be written in 
terms of cartesian co-ordinates as

92 = F2 - (m - 1) F

and

A* = (m -2)F - F2.

Proof One has

F = ( 0} 9®) = m 9ft) w 9ft)

= &>((!- m) ~ coda,)da 

= (1 - m)m9ft) + 92 

= (m - 1) F + 92



and

A*=(od<o-d^

= - r - r2 + (m - i) r 
= (m - 2) r - r2.

□
There is a second, and, quite naturally, equivalent, way to write the Laplace- 

Beltrami operator by means of cartesian derivatives. It only needs a straightforward 
calculation to prove the following result.

Proposition 7.5.2 The Laplace-Beltrami operator may be written as

j<k j<k

The actions of the Laplace operator and the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a 
distribution being uniquely well-defined, the question arises how to define the 
actions on a distribution of the three parts of the Laplace operator expressed in 
spherical co-ordinates. It turns out that these actions are well-defined, though not 
uniquely, through equivalent classes of distributions.

Proposition 7.5.3 Let T be a scalar distribution. One has

(i) 92 T = S2 + <5(x) c2 - £7=1 Cl,; dXj8(x)
for arbitrary constants C2 and c\j, j = \ ,... ,m and any distribution S2 such 
that x_S2 = E S, with x £ = — E T

(ii) i 9;. r = S3 + i £t Cl,; dXj8(x) + c3 3(1)

for arbitrarily constant C3 and any distribution S3 such that 1 S3 = S,
(iii) A* T = S4 + c4 3(1) + £7=, c5,; dXj8(x)

for arbitrary constants c4 and csj, j ~ \,... ,m and any distribution S4 such 
that r2 S4 = A* T

Proof

(i) From Sect. 7.4 we know that

(a)dr)T = — - ET = S[ + 3(x) Cj

with x S, = — E T. It follows that

dr T = - (codr)2 T

= -(gtdr)(Sl+8(x)cl)

— 93(1)0!

= S2 + 3(x) C2 — 93(i) Cj

with 1S2 = E S!.
(ii) We have consecutively

— dr T — — (co dr) T 
r 1

= - (Sj T 3(i) Cj)
1

= S3 + - 3(i)ci 
1

= S3 + 9 3(i)cj + 5 (1) c3
m

with 1 S3 = Si.
(iii) The distribution A* T is uniquely defined and r2 is an analytic function with a 

second order zero at the origin. The result follows immediately.
□

Remark 7.5.4 The operators d2, y dr and =2 A* are entangled in the sense that, 
given a distribution T and having chosen appropriately the distributions Sj, S2, 
S3 and S4, all arbitrary constants appearing in the expressions of Proposition 7.5.3 
should satisfy the entanglement condition

d2 T + (m — \)~ dr T + -\ A* T — AT 
r rl

the distribution at the right-hand side being uniquely determined.

Example Proposition 7.5.3 may be generalised to distributions which are e.g. vector 
valued. Let us illustrate this by considering the distribution T — x2 = — r2 at, for 
which, by a direct computation, AT = A (x2) = — 2 (m + 2) 1, and A* T = 
A* (i3) = (m — 1) r2i = — (m — l)x3.

As E T = E (i3) = 313, we chose Si = — 3 x2 = 3 r2 satisfying x Si = — 3 x3. 
As ESi = E(—3x2) = — 6x2 = 6r2, we chose S2 = — 61 satisfying xS2 =



— 6x2, and 53 ; 
satisfying r2 >£4

(i) 92 T = d2 (x3)

■ 3 x satisfying x S3 = — 3 x2. Finally we chose S4 
A* T = (ot — 1) r2 x. This leads to:

(m — l)x,

- 6x + 5(x) c2 - E'"=i ci,j dXjS(x)
(ii) I ar r = i 3r (X3) = - 3 X + ^ Y.%1 cij dXjS(x) + c3 5(x)

(iii) ±A*T = ±A* (x3) = (m - 1) x + c4 S(x) + csj dXjS(x) 

provided that the arbitrary constants should satisfy the entanglement conditions

C2 + (m — 1) C3 + C4 = 0
-£cufrc5j=0, j = l,...,m.

7.6 Radial and Angular Derivatives of Distributions

In Sect. 7.1 we explained why it is impossible to define the radial derivative dr T 
and the vector angular derivative d^T of a distribution T within the class of 
distributions. Neither is it possible to multiply a distribution by the non-analytic 
functions r and ®. For legitimizing those forbidden actions we have to take the 
signumdistributions into consideration instead.

Definition 7.6.1 The product of a scalar-valued distribution T by the function a is 
the signumdistribution T J associated to T, and it holds that

{coT , cocp) = {Tv , atp) (T,<p).

Definition 7.6.2 The product of a scalar-valued distribution T by the function r is 
the signumdistribution rT = (— x T)v given by

(r T , (0(p} = {xT,(p) = {T, x<p)

according to (the boldface part of) the commutative diagram

xT

X
coT rT

Remark 7.6.3 In the above commutative diagram, and in all the commutative 
diagrams in the sequel of this paper as well, the row above is situated in the

_____ .

world of distributions, while the objects in the row below are signumdistributions. 
Vertical transition from the distributions to the signumdistributions and vice versa 
is executed by the multiplication operators a> and — to respectively. Each of the 
horizontally acting operators between distributions, has its counterpart in the world 
of signumdistributions, and vice versa; e.g. in the above commutative diagram the 
multiplication operator -x between the distributions T and - x T corresponds 
with the multiplication operator — x between the signumdistributions T J and 
(—xTY = rT.ln fact this implies the definition of the multiplication of the 
signumdistribution Tv = cu T by the function x resulting in the signumdistribution 
-rT.

Definition 7.6.4 The derivative with respect to the radial distance r of a scalar
valued distribution T is the equivalent class of signumdistributions

[drT} = [-cu9r rf =

for any vector distribution S satisfying x 5 = E T, according to (the boldface part 
of) the commutative diagram

■ E T — (S + Ti5(x))v = aS -|-£u5(x)c

—g)9,-

rv ^coT
—0)dr

[arT]

Remark7.6.5 In the special case of a scalar-valued radial distribution Trad, its 
radial derivative 9r Trad is uniquely determined as the signumdistribution 9r Trad = 
(-arrflrf)v givenby

( dr Trad , u<p) = {a)dr Trad , <p) = (8Trad , <p )

according to (the boldface part of) the commutative diagram

^rad _rprad

0) Trad drTrad = —to 9 Trad

____________ _______________________________



Remark 7.6.6 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.6.4 implies the definition 
of the action of the operator 3ra[i = nt3r on the signumdistribution T"J = mT 
resulting in the (equivalence class of) signumdistributions — [3r 7']. In the special 
case where the distribution T is radial: T = Trad, the action of the operator dracl = 
co dr on a Trad is the uniquely determined signumdistribution

(a)dr)wTrad ^-drTrad=g)(codr)T = codT^ (3r)v 

and for all test functions cocpii holds that

(-<odrTv , co<p) = ((codrTv)A , <p) = (drTv , <p)

= (-(drT)A , cp) = (drT , cocp).

Definition 7.6.7 The angular ^-derivative of a scalar-valued distribution T is the 
signumdistribution 3„ T = (F T)y given by

{cotp , d^T ) = {<p , cod^T ) = {cp , —FT)

according to (the boldface part of) the commutative diagram

—0>d(o
T —> FT

Al
CD ^ XX I

V CD

Tv = co T
~3(uO)

du?

Remark 7.6.8 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.6.7 implies the definition 
of the action of the operator d^co on the signumdistribution Tv ~ coT resulting 
in the signumdistribution —dg^T, which in its turn implies the definition of the 
action of the F-operator on the signumdistribution 7’v = ojT resulting in the 
sign umdistribution

r(a)T) = (m - 1)0)7’ - d^T

since

7.7 Actions on Signumdistributions

Definition 7.7.1 The product of a scalar-valued signumdistribution SU by the 
function co is the distribution -SUA associated to ~SU, and it holds that

(a>sU, <p)=:{-sUA , (p ) — (SU , cocp).

Definition 7.7.2 The product of a scalar-valued signumdistribution SU by the 
function r is the distribution rsU = x(sU)A given by

(rsU , cp) = (x(-cosU) , cp) -( —wsU , xcp) = {SU , -co(x<p)).

according to (the boldface part of) the commutative diagram

A
SUA = -o)sU —^

"II X
su —>

Remark 7.7.3 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.7.2 implies the definition 
of the multiplication of the signumdistribution ■'f/ by the function x resulting in the 
signumdistribution x^f/ given by

Xs U - (rsU)v = co (xs UA)= co (x(-cp)sU) .

rsU

xsU

Definition 7.7.4 The derivative with respect to the radial distance r of a scalar
valued signumdistribution5 U is the equivalent class of distributions

[3Xt/] = [o>3/t/A] =

for any scalar distribution T satisfying x T = -ESUA = Ecos[J, according to (the 
bold face part of) the commutative diagram

1 a! r i i-~esua — -EcosU
X x

T + c<5(x)

SUA = —<usU
a)dr

[3rSU]

su
Q$r

co [drsU]



Remark 7.7.5 As we have now at our disposal the definitions of the multiplication 
by r (Definition 7.7.2) and of the radial derivative 3r (Definition 7.7.4) of a 
signumdistribution, we are able to define the action of the Euler operator E = r 3r 
on the signumdistribution SU, resulting into the unique signumdistribution E'' U 
given by

•ESU = (r dr)sU = r (drsU) — m(—x [3r'?[/]) = ft)(E*[/A) = co(—xT) = rT

for any distribution T satisfying x T = —E'rt/A, according to the commutative 
diagram

SUA = -cosU [9r'vf/] E's'17a

Xl

su
OjBr

g> [3r'[/] wEif/A

Remark 7.7.6 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.7.4 implies the definition 
of the action of the operator 3raf/ = m 3r on the signumdistribution SU resulting in 
the signumdistribution g)drsU given by the equivalence class

[a>drsU] = a)[dr°U]=co --E"f/A — ^ -Eft/t/ _ --ESU
X X X

In particular, when s{7 is a radial signumdistribution: SU = sjjrad^ we defjng 
action of the Dirac operator 3 on v Urad to be

dsUrad = [w3rsC/rnrf] = EcosUracl .

Definition 7.7.7 The angular 3^-derivative of a scalar-valued signumdistribution 
SU is the distribution 3*, ■' (J = 3« «' UA according to (the boldface part of) the 
commutative diagram

SUA= -wsU

su

3o) SD

L

(Od^W

Remark 7.7.8 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.7.7 implies the definition 
of the action of the F-operator on the signumdistribution SU resulting in the 
signumdistribution TSU given by

-rsU = a)duSU = (o{duSU) = oi{da>a>sU*) = (3^ws[/a)v.

7.8 Composite Actions of Two Operators

In the preceding sections we were able to define the actions on (signum-) distribu
tions of the operators r, a>, 3r, and da,. In Sect. 7.1 it was argued that the composite 
action by any two of those operators should lead to a legal action on distributions. 
Let us find out now if this is indeed the case.

1. Multiplication of a distribution T by the analytic function r2 = — x2 = 
Y^j=\ is weH defined. Through the following commutative diagram it is 
shown that r(rT) — r2 T:

T -xT r2 T

r

coT rT cor2T

2. Multiplication of a distribution T by the analytic function x_ = r co is well 
defined. Through the commutative diagram of Definition 7.6.2 it is shown that 
r(coT) = xT.

3. The action of the Euler operator E = Y1'J=] xj 9^ on a distribution is well 
defined. Through the following commutative diagram it is shown that r (3r T) = 
E T:

T

coT

[-m3rT] = [|Er]

[9rT] = n; [^Er] coET



4. The action of the operator xF = x\Y^j<k ejekixjdxk — XkdXj)j on a 
distribution is well defined. Through the following commutative diagram it is 
shown that r (3^, T) = x F T:

T F T xTT

coT d«>T xdcoT

5. It is clear that cu (mT) =—T.
6. The action of the operator &> 3,- on a distribution is well defined, albeit not 

uniquely but through an equivalence class instead, see (7.4.1). Definition 7.6.4 
implies that co [dr T] = [(a) dr) T],

7. The action of the operator m 3e = - F on a distribution is well defined. 
Definition 1.6.1 implies that <w (3® T) = — FT.

8. The action of the operator 3^ on a distribution was defined in Sect. 7.5 by the 
equivalence class

T = [- (u>3,)2 r] = S2 + S(x) c2 - ^ c\j dXjS(x)

7=1

327’ =

for arbitrary constants co and cij, j = 1,..., m and any distribution So such 
that x .S'2 = E S[ with x 5] = — E T, which is in complete agreement with the 
commutative diagram

T
— OJ 3,-

dr

[—0)dr [— (a) dr)2 T]

a) T [dr r] = m E r —» cu[-(m3r)2r]
cod,-

9. Start with the observation that for a distribution T,

drdcoT = 0)dr (—0) 3^) T -EFT
x

to see that the action of the operator 3r 3„ on a distribution is well-defined, 
though not uniquely. Then the commutative diagram

-<w3a>
T —> F T

* v .—0

.t \ l;

coT do,T
— dm CD

a>3r
dr dr„ T

drTT
(Ddr

shows that indeed 3r (3^ T) = 3r 3fJ1 T.
10. Start with the observation that for a distribution T,

KT = d0>(D(-g)d(D)T = (\ -m)TT + T2T

to see that the action of the operator 'd(Jl on a distribution is well-defined. 
Applying twice the commutative diagram of Definition 7.6.7 we obtain

- OJ dm dm CD

32 TCO

r 8(0 4 ~4)

T —^ FT

i \ A U(0 A
I \a, L L

CO dlTcoT da>T
- 3(0 co o) 3/0

showing that indeed 3^ (3„ 7’) = 32 T.

7.9 Division of (Signum)Distributions by r

Division of a standard distribution T by an analytic function a{x) resulting in an 
equivalent class of distributions S such that a(x) S = 7, we expect the division of a 
standard distribution by the non-analytic function r to lead to an equivalence class 
of signumdistributions. Let us make this precise.

Definition 7.9.1 The quotient of a scalar distribution T by the radial distance r is 
the equivalence class of signumdistributions

= co(S + S(x) c) — a)S + aS(x) c = Sw + S(x)v c



for any vector-valued distribution 5 for which v 5 = 7’, according to (the boldface 
part of) the commutative diagram

T

rv — coT
1

Example Let us illustrate Definition 7.9.1 by the case of the delta-distribution: T = 
<$(*). AsxQiSCx) = m 8{x) ax\dxS(x) = 0 we have

1 1
- (5(.r) = — 3 5(x) + 3(j) c0 
x m

with c0 an arbitrary constant vector. It then follows that

"1 ■ ri 1 ‘ 1 ,
-5(x)
r

= (D -5(x)
X

= — 3 5(x) + 5(x) c0 
m

= — ct>dS{x) + coSQc) c0 = — (3 3(x))v + 3(£)v c0 
m m

or, in view of the definition of dr 5(x),

-3(x) = — ” 3r5(x)+ ft)S(jc)c0. 
r } m

However in this particular case of the delta-distribution it turns out that j S(x) is 
uniquely determined. Indeed, as drS(x) is a radial signumdistribution and as we 
expect the signumdistribution ) <5(be) to be SO(m)-invariant as well, the arbitrary 
vector constant c0 should be zero, eventually leading to

1 1
-5(x) =----- 3r6(x).
r m

For the general case of the division of the delta-distribution by natural powers of r 
we refer to [2],

Remark 7.92 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.9.1 implies the definition 
of the quotient of the signumdistribution T ' = coT by r, viz. the equivalence class 
of distributions

~(coT) —
r i i--T

j X

as well as the quotient of the same signumdistribution by x, viz. the equivalence 
class of signumdistributions

-(cpT)
x

1

It is also interesting and useful to define the division by r of a signumdistribution, 
because it will lead to the definition of the action of the angular part dang = } 
of the Dirac operator on a signumdistribution, leading in its turn to the definition of 
the action of the Dirac operator on a signumdistribution.

Definition 7.9.3 The quotient of a scalar-valued signumdistribution SU by the 
radial distance r is the equivalence class of distributions

r i c i r i 1
-su — !

_r X
5 + 5(x) c

for any scalar-valued distribution S for which x .S' = (psU, according to (the 
boldface part of) the commutative diagram

X

—(wsU —> [i su]

i
X

Remark 7.9.4 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.9.3 implies the definition 
of the quotient of the signumdistribution SU by x, viz. the equivalence class of 
signumdistributions

-su = —cu -OL>SU
_x _x

_________________________________ i



as well as the quotient of the distribution cu *17 by r, viz. the equivalence class of 
signumdistributions

1
icosU) SU

Now as we know how to act with the operator 3^ on a distribution (see 
Definition 7.6.7) and how to act with the operator ^ on a signumdistribution (see 
Definition 7.9.3) we are now in the position to check the action on a distribution of 
the composition of both operators, viz. the angular part of the Dirac operator. 
The outcome should match expression (7.4.2); that this is indeed the case is shown 
by the following commutative diagram:

r t [)3^] = [-irr]

dm

(oT do>T
- dm O)

CO FT

In the same order of ideas we can define the action of 3 
signumdistribution through the commutative diagram

-ang = i 3^ on a

SUA = -cosU
dm a)

d^U

dm . —M
y C \, i

O) 7 j

in other words

st7

CO^OJ
codfi)sU 7 daiSU

r i n i fl , 1 r i v i[v/c] = -d^U 
_r ~~

— CO -da)SU 
_x ~~

— --rsu
X

Combining the actions on a signumdistribution of the radial and angular parts of 
the Dirac operator, we are able to define the action of the Dirac operator itself on a 
signumdistribution.

Definition 7.9.5 The action of the Dirac operator 3 on the signumdistribution s U 
is given by the equivalence class of signumdistributions

[9-U] (!2a, + -8J‘l7r ~

1 , 1 r i i— EC/ + --rsu
X X

— (E + r)su 
x

1
(xd)sU

according to the commutative diagram

SU/ -cosU VC+ 13^1/

t
CD

SU

t"

[dsu]

where D stands for the operator

£) — ru 3/- T — du co 
x ~~

= CO dr---- coda, CO

CO dr---- da) + (m — 1)- CO.r — r

Example Let us illustrate Definition 7.9.5 with the following simple example; 
Sect. 7.10 will offer more elaborated ones. Consider the signumdistribution x_ 
defined by

{x,qi(p) = {xco,(p) = {-r,<p}= rcp(r,gf)dx
Jum

for which

Ex = x

:



and

Tx = {m- \)x_

whence

[3i]
1

— mx 
x

= [— m] = — m + (5(x) c

As xA = r and Dr — [mw], this result fits into the following commutative 
diagram:

r [mm]

x [-m]

Remark 7.9.6 The commutative diagram of Definition 7.9.5 shows that the Dirac 
operator acting on signumdistributions, corresponds with the operator D acting 
on distributions. We can wonder which operator acting on signumdistributions 
corresponds to the Dirac operator 9 = d_rad + = m 9r + p 9q, acting on
distributions. From the commutative diagram in Definition 7.6.4 we learn that 
codr corresponds with w 9,-, while we saw above that p d(Jl corresponds with 
— ]; m 9^ m. It follows that the Dirac operator acting on distributions corresponds 
with the operator co <),- — ycod^a, which is precisely the operator D, acting on 
signumdistributions.

Finally, as we know how to act with the multiplication operator ^ on a signumdis- 
tribution, we can check the action on a distribution T of the composite operator 
(y o dr) T = p (9,- T) which should coincide with the action (~ 9r) T, defined, 
though not uniquely, in Proposition 7.5.3 by j dr T = S3 + ~ cij dXjS(x) +
C3 <5(x) for arbitrarily constant C3 and any distribution S3 such that £ 53 = S, with 
xSj = —ET. That this is indeed the case is shown by the following commutative 
diagram:

T

— a)3r _ IX

coT
— a) 3r

[drT]

________

7.10 Two Families of Specific (Signum)Distributions

In the context of Clifford analysis a number of families of distributions were 
thoroughly studied, see e.g. [1]. Of particular importance are the families T\ and 
Ux, X being a complex parameter. They are defined as follows.

< 7\, cp(x) ):=am( Fpr^1, £u[<p](V)

( Uk! cpix) ) am { Fprx++m~\ Yl[cp](r) )r

where the so-called spherical means E0 and E1 are given by

1 f
Jsm~x

(p{rco) dS(co)

= — f w<p{raf)dS((o) 
Clm Jsp:

and Fp r+ stands for the finite part distribution on the one-dimensional r-axis.
The distributions 1\ are standard distributions in harmonic analysis; as functions

of E e C they show simple poles at A = —m, —m — 2, —m ~ 4,__ The most
important distribution is this family is 7Cm+2 = —, which is, up to a constant, 
the fundamental solution of the Laplace operator A.

The distributions Uk form a typical Clifford analysis construct; they show simple
poles at A = —m — 1, -m — 3, —m — 5,__ The most important distribution in this
family is = p=rj- which is, up to a constant, the fundamental solution of the
Dirac operator 9 (see Sect. 7.4).

Both families of distributions are intertwined by the action of the Dirac operator 
9, viz.

d_Tk = X Ux-i A ^ —w, —m — 2, —m — 4,,..

and

dUx = —(A + m — 1) Tx-i X 7^ —m + 1, —m — 1, —m — 3, 

In the setting of spherical co-ordinates these formulae take the form:

cpdr Tx = X Ux-l 

and

a)drUx = -A Tx~~i

1
- da Tx=0 r ~

A 3A—m, —to —2, —m —4, ... (7.10.1)

- da>Ux = -(to - 1) Tx-l r —
X —TO + 1, —TO — 1, ... .

(7.10.2)



When restricted to the half-plane Re A > — m the distributions T,_ and Ux are 
regular, i.e. locally integrable functions. We know from [2] that a locally integrable 
function can also be seen as a signumdistribution. Whence the definition of the 
following two families of signumdistributions:

(sTx,w<p{x) ) := am { Fpr^+m~i, Hl[(p]{r) )r

(sUx,cocp(x)) := -am(Fprl+m-\ E0[<p](r) )r

It becomes clear at once that:

rT’ V __
1X — sUk

and

UX^-sTx

Moreoveri' 7; inherits the simple poles of Ux, viz. X = —m — 1, —m — 3,..., while 
SUX inherits the simple poles of Tx, viz. X — —m, —m — 2, —

Invoking the commutative diagrams of Sect. 7.6 we are now able to compute the 
radial derivative of the distributions Tx and Ux, which at the time [1] and related 
papers were written, we were not yet able to achieve. We obtain:

—a)3r
Ux-i

—(odr

<N1

v "ar f“
/A 3,-

x; x CO
1̂ CO

~sTx-l —* (x - vyux-2
—a>dr —Codr

whence, for general X, i.e. X not in the simple poles mentioned above:

Tx = XsTk-\ drUx = XsUx-\

formulae one should expect right from the start where it not that the results are no 
longer distributions but signumdistributions instead.

For the exceptional values of the parameter X, in particular for those values which 
give rise to the fundamental solutions of the Dirac and Laplace operators, we obtain, 
in a similar manner, the following commutative diagram:

T—m+2
m—2

—cod,-

U—m+1
—codr

-(m - \)T-m + amS(x)

—CO

CO
l v s'

3,

SU~m+2
m—2 sT-m+\

—cudr

—(m — iysU-m + am(o8x

Notice that at in this way we proved the formula

wdr — (m 1)T-m amS(x)

which is additional to (7.10.2) and refines the traditional formula

— am 5(a)-

We also proved

(codr)sT-m+i =-(m- \)sU-m +amco8(x). 

Compared with the similar formula at the distribution level, viz.

(co dr) T-m+i = - (m - 1) U—,

the appearance of the signumdeltadistribution co8(x) might be surprising, but is 
well understood when realizing that X = —m is a regular point for U-m while it is a 
simple pole for v U-m.

7.11 Conclusion

In his famous and seminal book [7] Laurent Schwartz writes on page 51: Using co
ordinate systems other than the cartesian ones should be done with the utmost care 
[our translation]. And right he is! Indeed, just consider the delta distribution 5(a): 
it is pointly supported at the origin, it is rotation invariant: 8(Ax) = 5(a), V A e 
SO(m), it is even: <5(—a) = 5(a) and it is homogeneous of order (—m): 8(ax) = 
i^p-5(a). So in a first, naive, approach, one could think of its radial derivative 
dr8(x) as a distribution which remains pointly supported at the origin, rotation 
invariant, even and homogeneous of degree (—m — 1). Temporarily leaving aside the



even character, on the basis of the other cited characteristics the distribution dr S (x ) 
should take the following form:

9r 8(x) = codxlS(x) -------h cm dXmS(x)

and it becomes immediately clear that this approach to the radial derivation of the 
delta distribution is impossible since all distributions appearing in the sum at the 
right-hand side are odd and not rotation invariant, whereas 9,- <5(jcJ is assumed to be 
even and rotation invariant. It could be that 9r S(x) is either the zero distribution 
or is no longer pointly supported at the origin, but both those possibilities are 
unacceptable. So from the start we are warned by this example that introducing 
spherical co-ordinates x = rco, r = \xj, co e Sm_1 makes derivation of 
distributions in Rm a far from trivial action, as are, in principle “forbidden”, actions 
such as multiplication by the non-analytic functions r and ojj, j — , m. But
there is more: functional analytic considerations on the space X>(Rm) of compactly 
supported smooth test functions expressed in spherical co-ordinates, forced us to 
introduce a new space of continuous linear functionals on a auxiliary space of test 
functions showing a singularity at the origin, for which, in [2], we coined the term 
signumdistributions, bearing in mind that &> = i may be interpreted as the higher 
dimensional counterpart to the signum function on the real line. It turns out that the 
actions by r, oj, dr and dtA map a distribution to a signumdistribution and vice versa. 
The basic idea behind the definition of these actions on a distribution T e V'iW1), 
is to express the resulting signumdistributions as appropriate and “legal" actions on
T. So, for example, we put (rT, axp) = {rcoT, cp) = (xT, <p), V<p £ V(Rm). This 
idea may seem to be rather simple, but it is backed up by the functional analytic 
considerations of Sect. 7.1, and it paves the way for easy to handle calculus rules as 
established in [2].

Of the four aforementioned actions only the radial derivative dr T escapes, 
in general, from an unambiguous definition, but leads to an equivalent class of 
signumdistributions instead. Still we are able to define unambiguously dr T in two 
particular cases: (i) when the given distribution T is radial, i.e. rotation invariant, and 
(ii) when T = UA is the associated distribution to a given radial signumdistribution
U, these two particular cases being quite interesting since they correspond to two 
families of frequently used distributions such as the fundamental solutions of the 
Laplace and the Dirac operator, in Clifford analysis.
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